
SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE STAFF 

FOR REMOTE CONTROL PANEL IFS7002R 
1. Indications of IFS7002R

1. Common indicator for fire condition 

2. Common indicator for fault condition 

3. Indicator for System error 

4. Indicator for Fault in power supply 

5. Indicator for Disabled component 

6. Test indicator 

7. Indicator for Power supply 

8. LCD touch-panel display 
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Fig.1 
 

 
2. Duty mode 

When the control panel is in this condition, only the green LED indicator           (Power supply) is 
illuminated. The local sounder is switched off. 

The logo of the company-producer, information for the current local time and the mode of 
operation (DAY or NIGHT) are shown on the panel’s display. 
 
3. Actions of the staff on duty when a signal for fault condition is released 

Light indications for various types of faults are shown on Fig. 1. Upon any registered fault 
condition the sounder of the fire control panel releases discontinuous signal. 

In the case of Fault condition the indicator  illuminates compulsory and a text message 
appears on the display showing the number of the occurred faults. Enter Information and Control Mode  

(button  ), to reveal on the display all faults. To stop the sound signaling, press the button  
(Stop Alarm). Press it once to stop the local sounder of the fire control panel, press it twice to stop the 
sounder in the specific remote fire control panel. The button appears on the display when the fire control 
panel enters Fault condition and it is deleted when it is pressed or when all fault conditions in each of the 
connected fire control panels are removed.  
 

In all other cases when fault condition is signaled press button               to stop the sound 
signaling and inform the service company. 
 
4. Actions of the staff on duty when a signal for fire condition is released 
When a signal for fire condition is released in one or several remote control panels the sounder of the 

panel produces discontinuous signal (5 sec sound, followed by 5 sec break) and the indicator  
illuminates.  
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     Text messages appear on the 
display indicating the control panel, the 
zone/zones and device/devices, the 
time remaining before the control panel 
proceeds to Fire condition stage II. 
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       In this situation, do the following: 

4.1. Press once button  (Stop 
Alarm) to turn off the local sounder of 
the control panel, press the button 
twice to suppress the sounder of the 
remote fire control panel shown 
opposite the cursor.  

 

 

4.2. Press button  to suppress the activated outputs. When it is pressed a screen appears on the 
display requesting a password for Access Level 2 to be entered. To enter password use the buttons with 
digits. The length of the password can be 10 symbols maximum. After entering the password, press the 

button . If the password is correct all activated outputs will be switched off.  

4.3. If the protected site is large and you need more time to reach the place of fire indicated by the 

repeater, press button  (Inspection). This will add extra time until the respective fire control panel 
proceeds to Fire condition Stage II, respectively until the outputs for starting the signaling, blocking and 
extinguishing are activated.  
 
4.4. Check as fast as possible the indicated zones and localized address of the devices for fire condition.  
 
4.5. Possible options for further actions: 
4.5.1.If there is no fire (smoke, heat, flame) and the activation of the fire detector is a “false” one, go 

back to the fire control panel as fast as possible and press the rest button . When it is pressed a 
screen appears on the display requesting a password for Access Level 2 to be entered. To enter 

password use the buttons with digits. After entering the password, press the button . If the 
password is correct the respective fire control panel will exit Fire condition. 
4.5.2. In the case that new “false” activation occurs in the same zone/zones and device/devices, press 

button  (Stop Alarm) to stop the sound signaling. If an output is activated press button  to 
suppress it. When it is pressed a screen appears on the display requesting a password for Access Level 

2 to be entered. To enter password use the buttons with digits. Press button . If the password is 
correct all activated outputs associated to the zone in fire condition will be switched off. 
4.5.3. In the case that there is a Fire condition (smoke, heat, flame) activate the closest manual call point 

or as fast as possible go back to the fire control panel in Fire condition and press buttons  and 

 to activate the signaling, blockings and extinguishing. Button  is pressed once or twice until 

its graphic display becomes , indicating that the outputs are activated. Then undertake the 
measures stipulated in the Fire Rules at the site in the case of fire.  
 
 
ATTENTION: The remote control panel remains in Fire condition until all zones and remote panels 
in Fire condition are reset.  

FIRE CONDITION ZONES IN FIRE: 3
> 1 Phase 1  Zone 001 REM #2 
    Zone 001 
  3 Phase 1  Zone 002 REM #4 
    Zone 002 

Time Fire Phase2: 115

Time Fire Phase2: 120

 

 
Devices in Fire Total number: 4
  1 Loop 01  Zone 001  Addr 001  Object: REM #2 
    Point 1.001 
  2 Loop 02  Zone 003  Addr 001  Object: REM #2 
    Point 2.001 
  4 Loop 01  Zone 002  Addr 002  Object: REM #4 
    Point 1.002 

 

 
Faults total: 00000/0000* 
Disables total: 000 

Failed Outputs:00000 
Disabled Outputs:000 
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